Why deploying a Professional
Photographer to capture media
remains the best option for
assessing Insurance Claims?

S

ervice Certainty imageproof™ has a suite of media capture products and delivers every

day to customers across both home and motor claims. It is a technology business delivering
real value with its disruptive value offering, embracing both digital and network solutions.
Its network of Professional Photographers (Pros) remains as relevant and popular today
as it did back in 2009, when Smart Phones were not a viable option and Service Certainty
first began.

Right from the very beginning, it held a strong belief that a network of Pros could deliver the
best quality images for insurance clients and offer a disruptive solution. Whilst Smart Phone
technology has since improved significantly and Service Certainty imageproof Ltd has
enhanced its suite of products to meet this need, it’s Pros continue to lead the way in high
quality media capture and remain in high demand.
We asked one of Service Certainty’s many experienced Pros, why deploying a Pro remains
the most effective method of capturing media, they replied:
“From the very start of my photography journey, I was taught that the image deteriorates
from the object lens inwards to the film/sensor. Additionally, the end result is also influenced
by the skills of the person holding the camera.”
This article takes a detailed look into both the equipment and the photographer.
The combination of these two critical components are key to the success of Service
Certainty’s Professional Photographer offering.

Photography equipment
Whilst the latest Smart Phones have much improved camera hardware, they do vary in the
image quality they can produce. Among other things this can depend on whether the lens is
plastic or glass and how big the sensor is. There are some key areas in which they
simply can’t compete with a Digital Single-Lens Reflex (DSLR) camera.
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For example; the iPhone 11 Pro Max, with its 12-megapixel sensor will never be able to
match or replace the high-resolution, 24 x 36mm full-frame sensors from specialist
equipment providers such as Nikon or Canon. A DSLR camera has larger sensors also
provide a greater dynamic range, which is especially useful in low light or scenes with high
contrast. These issues are a particular problem across various weather and seasonal
changes and impact the ability to assess damage from images in detail e.g. on very bright
days in the summer or dark days in the winter when photographing shiny dark cars,
capturing the fine damage, scratches or scuffs.
Another Pro stated:
“Nothing beats being able to change lenses and use whatever focal lengths you want,
smartphones cannot compete with the versatility of interchangeable lenses, changing the
aperture to focal length and shutter speed. DSLRs offer options that smartphones will
never be able to mimic without breaking the rules of physics. They have the option of
hundreds of lenses, from wide-angle to tilt-shift to telephoto to primes, whereas smartphones
are restricted to roughly a 28mm lens.”
Simply put, DLSRs produce far clearer and crisper images, largely due to their higher
resolution. A higher resolution means more pixels per inch, which means more colour,
detail and clarity in all light conditions.
For those more technically minded, a recent study by DXOMARK (diagram below)
highlighted that the very latest phones (Green and Yellow lines) are comparing well to DLSR
cameras (red line) in a number of ways, but cannot get close as yet in regard to photo zoom,
texture and bokeh (the visual quality of the out-of-focus areas of a photographic image,
especially as rendered by a particular lens);

Study published by DXOMARK
https://www.dxomark.com/smartphones-vs-cameras-closing-the-gap-on-image-quality/

Not only will this create high-quality images but it also makes analysing them in detail easier.
Often a photo on a smartphone can look great, but as soon as you try to zoom or filter the
image for analysis, the quality degrades significantly. Finally, the main reason smartphones
will never be able to compete with cameras, unless they suddenly dramatically increase in
size, is because they’ll never be able to match the size of sensors found in cameras.
In
short, the larger the sensor, the more light it can pick up.
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The small size of smartphones limits their sensor size dramatically compared to DSLRs,
meaning that for a given exposure time they can only collect about 1/20th as much light.
Published by Shotkit - https://shotkit.com/cameras-vs-phones/

Smart Phones have made great strides in this, but often require
a steady hand or you’ll experience blurry, noisy images.
Service Certainty imageproof Ltd Pros always carry a tripod to
ensure absolute stability when required on windy days.

Paul Sell, Director of Service Certainty added:
“There are certain aspects of digital cameras that can never be replicated, which is why our
Pro service remains strong. It is simply unrealistic to expect todays Smart Phones to
compare to a DLSR. Image quality is so important when assessing Insurance claims, with
the images assessed by experts (usually Engineers or Surveyors) who need to make critical
decisions on claims; the better the image, the better the claim decision.
It is true to say that at certain times of the year and/or certain times of the day, it is only Pros
that can capture the image quality required for accurate assessments. However increasingly
advanced the latest damage assessment Artificial Intelligence (AI) is, having high quality
images taken by an expert, analysed by another subject matter expert remains the best
approach.”

Summary;
•Professional photography equipment produces crisper, cleaner images.
•More versatile with better resolution, lenses and shutter speed.
•High-quality images make detailed analysis easier for the assessor.
•High-value equipment designed to take high quality images.
•Able to return quality media in all conditions.
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The person taking the photograph
This could be considered an unfair comparison, a
Professional vs. Amateur, which somewhat concludes this
debate. However, in addition to their photography expertise,
a further critical point is the independence of the Pros, who
are there to record the damage without bias,
great for highlighting and preventing Fraud.
Service Certainty’s motto is ‘A picture is worth a thousand words’.
This is defined as an English language adage meaning that complex and sometimes
multiple ideas can be conveyed by a single image, widely attributed to Fred R. Barnard who
published a piece in 1921 commending the effectiveness of using graphics in advertising
and remains very valid today with images of claim damage being far more valuable than a
written or verbal description.
Photography as a craft isn’t just about capturing reality, it is about telling stories.
To do that, photographers rely on the creative freedom they get from a versatile camera and
bringing an independent, objective view. Service Certainty’s Pros take pictures of damaged
cars and properties all day, every day, in their local areas and are experts in knowing how to
take a great picture, using their equipment to its fullest potential. They are professional and
make a great first impression, this has helped them to build local relationships over many
years, meaning that when being appointed on behalf of the client, they are more likely to be
given access to the Recovery or Bodyshop yards to recover the media.

As a final point, having access to Service Certainty’s network of Professionals can provide a
great variable cost operating model. This has been particularly relevant during lockdown
and the continued COVID-19 restrictions have limited travel, their Pros (taking all relevant
precautions in line with Public Health England) are on hand swiftly to capture media,
enabling claims teams to remotely validate and assess any claim.
Summary;
•Independent and professional.
•Experienced in taking the high quality images, specifically claim damage pictures.
•Gain access to difficult areas due to their professionalism and local relationships,
making a great first impression.
•Professionals capture the entire story, using their experience and initiative.
•Variable cost model, for both surge and normal times.
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Conclusion
For over eleven years Service Certainty imageproof™ clients have consistently provided
great feedback about a number of key factors when evaluating Service Certainty’s Pro
service (below), with its network literally being ‘feet on the street’ for its clients, collecting
crucial media at a critical point in the claim.

Feature

Benefit

Image quality

For detailed interrogation of damage for better claim outcomes.

Completion rate

Using Pro’s provides a guaranteed outcome.

Capacity

Five thousand registered Pro’s around the UK, bigger than any
individual field team for immediate, local response for both surge
and normal claims demand.

Speed of response

Oﬀers a range of SLA options, but many completed within hours
of assignment.

Claim savings

Significant return on investment (ROI) delivered across a range of
claims costs, with some examples given by clients below:
- Lower total loss settlements as a result of greater accuracy of
assessment.
- Supplier fee avoidance where cash settlement of property
claims can be agreed without fear or fraud.
- Supplier fee avoidance where previously appointed suppliers
are not required to review the claim.
- Improves the quality of challenge of third party costs.
- Reduced cost of claim per employee, particularly in expert
functions e.g. Engineers, who are able to be more productive as
desk or home-based resource.

Two particular clients said the following to further endorse this service:

Motor Insurer client
“Through the use of imageproof™, we’ve been able to provide our customers with a faster,
more flexible and transparent way of processing their motor claim. We’ve reduced our
average settlement times by almost 6 days and have also improved our ability to mitigate
risk and control expenditure.”

Property Claims Management client
“As Covid-19 restrictions eased the Service Certainty imageproof™ Pro’s have helped us
validate many claims, arriving within hours of notification. The Pro’s have provided the
detailed photographs and video surveys to allow us to review and diagnose the cause of
damage and initial validity of claims, whilst minimising physical customer contact and
allowing strict adherence to all current government guidelines.”
Therefore, as we continue through these difficult COVID-19 times, Service Certainty
continues to grow its network services for all involved in an Insurance Claim, improving
efficiency and effectiveness of insurance experts working from home, it is clear to see that
utilising this network of Pros is a highly effective claims strategy.
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